The analytical approximation reproduces numerical results with high precision provided the ratio of length and radius of the cylinder are larger than 5. For thin disks (small length-to-radius ratio), the results are not exact but acceptable for engineering applications.
INTRODUCTION
The contact problem of cylinders with parallel axes or of a flat elastic body with a "lying" cylinder is very common in practical engineering applications, in particular in mechanical elements such as roller bearings, gears and cams [1, 2] . In contrast to the Hertz-like contacts of bodies with curvature in two directions which in engineering mechanics are called "point contacts", the contact of two parallel cylinders is denoted as a "line contact". Being an immediate two-dimensional analog of the Hertz contact, the line contact between cylinders with parallel axes is one of basic problems in contact mechanics.
Even if the effective dimensionality of a line contact is lower than that of the point contact (2D vs. 3D), the line contact is in some sense more complicated than its 3D analog since in the line contact the "indentation depth" cannot be defined unambiguously. This is related to the logarithmic divergence of the 2D fundamental solution in infinity. In other words, the properties of a 2D contact (line contact) are not "local" but depend on the macroscopic shape of the body. This dependence, however, is relatively weak (logarithmic). Therefore, there exist a large number of approximated solutions [3] [4] [5] , which have been applied in many further studies, for example in elastic hydrodynamic lubrication [6, 7] . The main structure of all approximate solutions is relatively simple: it reproduces the logarithmic divergence and cuts it up at some characteristic distance, at which the contact ceases to be a line-contact. In the case of a true 2D contact, this is the size of the system (e.g. the radius of contacting cylinders).
On the other hand, for any finite contact, e.g. that of a lying cylinder of finite length, the indentation depth can be determined unambiguously. The macroscopic length which in this case limits the "two-dimensionality" of the line contact is the length of the cylinder. One can anticipate that the indentation depth at a given force will be a weak logarithmic function of the cylinder length. Finding the exact form of this function is the main goal of this paper.
As the solution of the underlying two-dimensional contact problem gives the basis for our consideration, we first provide a brief overview of earlier works on this topic. The contact of cylinders with parallel axes was early studied by Prescott [8] and Thomas and Hoersch [9] , and later also investigated by many researchers, for example Lundberg et al. [10] . A good review of analytical solution for this contact problem can be found in Norden's report [11] , where the deviation of relationship between the normal load and the indentation depth is given in detail; this relationship is still widely used today. The same analysis is also presented in Puttock and Thwaite's report [12] . In these solutions, the existing result of pressure distribution for elliptical contact is used for cylindrical contact with parallel axes by assuming one axis of ellipse is infinitely large, and then the contact area is considered as a finite rectangle whose length is much larger than its width. For further reference, here we reproduce their solution of a cylinder with radius R and length L pressed into elastic half space under normal load F [12] : the half width of contact rectangle b is equal to:
and indentation depth d is:
where E * is effective elastic modulus and equal to:
with E1 and E2 are elastic module of contacting bodies, ν1 and ν2 are Poisson's ratio. Later Johnson and other authors gave other forms of force-displacement e.g.:
where const=1 in [4] , 0.72 and 0.572 in others [13] .
Correspondingly, the experiment investigation consisting of compression of parallel cylinders or indenting a cylinder into an elastic body is carried out in [11, 14] . Empirical equations of load-displacement are provided to verify theoretical solutions. In Thwaite's compression test [15] of a contact between a cylinder and a half-space, the comparison of slopes (or contact stiffness) shows that the solution (2) is the closest to the experimental results. In Kunz's experimental investigation [14] , it is found that the approach of parallel cylinders is proportional to the loading force: F=cE * Ld, where c is constant c=0.175. In the last few decades, some numerical studies of the finite length line contact have been carried out to investigate the effect of contact edge and bone shape of the contact area and on stress distribution [16, 17] . However, a more precise solution for the line contact is rarely provided. Recently an analytical solution for contact problem of toroidal indenter is given by Argatov et al. [18] and is validated numerically by the boundary element method. In this paper we propose an analytical approximation of contact stiffness of a rigid cylinder and an elastic half space based on the results of [18] . While we overtake the general form of solution, we let some parameters free and determine them finally by numerical simulation of indentation test using the boundary element method.
EFFECTIVE MDR-PROFILE FOR A FINITE LENGTH LYING CYLINDER

Analytical approximation based on an asymptotic solution
The main physical result of this paper will be the dependence of normal force on the indentation depth for a contact between an elastic half-space and a "lying" cylinder (with the axis parallel to the surface of the half-space.) However, we will "pack" this dependence in the terms of the Method of Dimensionality Reduction (MDR) [19] where the whole information about the system is compressed into effective plane profile g(x). The advantage of this presentation is that g(x) can be used not only to easy reconstruct the dependency of the normal force on the indentation depth but also to solve a variety of other related problems such as tangential contact problem with friction in the interface, adhesive contact problem, and contact of visco-elastic bodies. In this sense, g(x) is, so to say, the "visiting card" of the profile in question which allows multi-purpose use.
Note that the possibility of mapping three-dimensional contacts onto contacts with elastic foundation is well known for axis-symmetric indenters with compact contact area [19] . Less known is that the same concept can also be used to arbitrary other profiles, as e.g. of a torus (not compact contact area) or a rough surface. The corresponding proof as well as examples of MDR-profiles for a number of non-axisymmetric contacts can be found in [18] and [20] . Profile g(x) determines straightforwardly force-indentation dependence F(d). Thus the information content of both dependencies is equal: one can either determine
Even if the information content of both the functions is the same, it is more convenient to have g(x) as it allows to solve much more various problems than F(d).
In [20] . In the present paper, this procedure is carried out numerically: first, dependency F(d) is determined by direct simulation using the boundary element method. Subsequently, the described procedure is applied to extract g(x). Finally, numerically found profile g(x) is approximated analytically.
For the analytical approximation we use the form of g(x) found in [18] for indentation of a torus. In [18] , it is derived by an asymptotic analysis and verified through BEM simulations. The 1D profile for toroidal indenter is given by:
Here, R is the distance from the center of the torus tube to the center of the torus,  is the radius of the torus tube.
Fig. 1 A rigid cylinder lying on an elastic half space
The contact of the torus is very similar to that of a "lying" cylinder: both contacts are basically line ones and thus two-dimensional contacts whose logarithmic divergence is cut at some distance. For the torus, the role of the cut-off length plays the radius of the torus, while in the case of the lying cylinder this is the length of the cylinder. Equation (5) found for the torus thus can be used for lying cylinder with radius R and length L (Fig. 1) just by replacing RL and R. The differences in two configurations are taken into account by introducing two coefficients c1 and c2 which in the case of the torus are equal to 1, but in the case a lying cylinder are allowed to take some other values:
In a more compact form Eq. (6) can be rewritten as:
where we have introduced two other fitting coefficients  and  (instead of c1 and c2).
Introducing dimensionless parameters:
Eq. (7) can be written in the dimensionless form:
Numerical simulation of the indentation test
Two unknown coefficients  and  in Eq. (7) will be determined by numerical simulation of indentation test using the boundary element method which was developed by Pohrt, Li and Popov for various 3D contact problems including the partial sliding contact [21] and adhesive contact [22, 23] .
In the simulation, the whole simulation area was divided into 512512 rectangular elements. The rigid cylinder was modeled as parabolic indenter f(y)=y 2 /(2R), where y is in-plane coordinate perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. The cylinder was indented in an elastic half space with controlled indentation depth in 100 steps from zero (first contact) to 0.15R. The pressure distribution as well as the normal load and normal contact stiffness were calculated in each step of indentation. One example of contact configuration and pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 2 . The concentration of pressure at the contact edge can be clearly observed in Fig. 2b . Fig. 3a . In Fig. 3b , all curves are plotted in dimensionless form in coordinates (8) . It is seen that all crosses for different L/R collapse to a single curve thus confirming the basic structure of the solution: Fig. 3b provides the numerically determined form of function (.).
Fig. 3
1D profile of lying cylinder calculated by BEM simulation (cross) and fitting with Eq. (7) In the following, we provide analytical approximation for this function on the basis of Eq (9) . The values of coefficients  and  are calculated by the method of least squares. The agreement of fitting (black solid lines) with numerical simulation can be seen in Fig. 3 .
Values of  and  are presented in Fig. 4 , where we can see that both factors are almost constant for large ratios of L/R but change significantly for small ratios. We thus discuss the cases of "long cylinders" and "short cylinders" separately. (7) with numerical results
(a) Large ratio L/R ("long cylinder")
From Fig. 4 , one can see that  and  for larger L/R are almost constant: =/2 and =0.4537. Thus, for large ratios in the range of about L/R 5 we can give the following approximation:
or in the dimensionless form:
Numerical results and analytical approximations (11) and (12) in this range of L/R are shown in Fig. 5 .
Fig. 5 1D profile of cylinder for larger ratios of L/R: (a) for different L/R (b) in dimensionless form (b) Small ratio of L/R ("short cylinder")
In practical applications, many line-contact machine elements are thin plates meaning a small value of L/R, as e.g. cams. The results of numerical simulation and fitting for L/R =0.1~4 are clearly shown in Fig. 6 . Coefficients  and  in this range are different (Fig.   4) ; however, from the subplot of Fig. 6b we can find that the fittings agree with the numerical results also well, except for very small L/R (=0.1 or 0.2) (subplot in Fig. 6b ), so we list their values in Tab. 1 for the further studies. Finally, let us compare our results with those following from Eq. (2). Differentiation of the force with respect to the indentation depth provides the normal contact stiffness:
Together with relation (2) we can obtain 1D profile g(x), which has also a dimensionless form similar to Eq. (12) . This dimensionless form is shown with a dashed line in Fig. 7 .
One can see that it differs substantially from the "numerically exact" result found in the present paper and plotted in Fig. 7 with a bold line. We have numerically simulated indentation of the finite-length cylinder lying on an elastic half space. The ratio of the cylinder's length and radius was varied in a wide range from a thin disk (ratio 0.1) to a long pole (ratio 20). Based on the results of numerical simulation, the equivalent MDR-profiles containing the whole information about the contact problem was "extracted" and subsequently approximated analytically using an equation inspired by an asymptotic solution of the contact problem. For large length-to-radius ratios (larger than about 5), the fitting coefficients are almost constant and a general form with high accuracy is provided in a closed analytical form. For small length-to-radius ratios, analytical solution is provided which contains two constants provided in the form of a table.
Comparison of the present solution with the already available analytical approximation shows that the present solution is much more precise.
